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“Carpe Annum” 

  

“Carpe Annum” is a term meaning "Seize the Year" coined in 1995 by author and speaker Jay 

Payleitner as a takeoff on "Carpe Diem” which means-Seize the Day.  Payleitner created an 

inspirational essay based on this phrase: 

 

“Carpe Annum” by Jay Payleitner 

 

Advance with grace and assurance into the next twelve months.  What you will achieve, whom 

you will be, one year from today has not yet been determined.  The mind gladdens imagining 

the possibilities. 
 

Surely, there’s work to be done.  Lessons to be learned.  Mountains to be moved.  Dark forces 

to be vanquished.  An urgency, yes.  Yet tempered with patience that accompanies an eternal 

perspective. 
 

Begin by doing what comes easy.  That’s your sweet spot.  A gift to give back to the world.  If 

you can dance, dance.  If you can build, build.  If you can teach, teach.   If you can hug, hug 

with all your heart. 
 

Proceed with excellence at this gifted endeavor.  Then be ready.  Sometime in the next year-

serendipitously, but not really-you’ll discover a truth, hear a word, or experience a moment that 

changes your life forever. 
 

Grasp that new reality with confidence while holding it loosely, ready to share with others.  A 

blessing to loved ones, strangers, even adversaries. 
 

Step into your mounting quest with confidence, not compulsion.  With joy, not vexation.  Each 

day is long, but the year is short. 
 

Strive not for 365 endeavors.  Pause. Breathe.  After all, there are trees to climb and stars to 

count, dandelions to pick and lullabies to whisper. 
 

To seize each season, do what’s right in front of you, and do it better than anyone thought you 

could.  Live in your own lane-not someone else’s-doing what you’ve never done.  Trust 

yourself.  The year will be yours.  The best ever. 
 


